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iPega PG-P5028 Multi-Functional Cooling Pad for PS5 Console
The iPega cradle allows you to charge 2 PS5 controllers and 2 MOVE controllers simultaneously, saving you time. It also makes it easy to
keep your console and its accessories neat and tidy. It's also equipped with 2 fans to prevent your hardware from overheating, and 2
hooks for headphones or VR glasses. Additionally, the PG-P5028 is available in two colour options: black and white.
 
Fast and convenient charging
The  PG-5028  will  charge  up  to  4  controllers  at  the  same  time  (2  PS5  controllers  +  2  MOVE  controllers),  allowing  you  to  save  time.
Moreover, the voltage of 5 V, ensures stable charging - after about 4 h the PS5 controller will be ready for further use, and MOVE - after
about 5 h. In addition, a dedicated indicator in red signals the charging process, and in blue signals a fully charged battery.
 
Effective cooling
The stand has 2 fans that effectively prevent the PS5 from overheating and affect its performance, in addition, their quiet operation will
not annoy you. Moreover, the product is equipped with a dedicated switch, with which you can set the speed of the fans at 3 levels. Each
level is marked with a different colour: the first one in blue, the second in green and the third in red. You can also turn off the backlight at
any time if you don't need it. Furthermore, the PG-P5028 is compatible with the PS5 digital and CD-ROM console.  
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User-friendly
The iPega-branded product also has special  hooks on which you can hang headphones or VR glasses. Moreover, it  has been equipped
with an additional  four USB-C adapters and space for a remote control.  And the unique, modern design of  the PG-P5028 will  perfectly
complement the gaming zone.
 
Included
stand
hooks x2
screw
USB-C adapters x4
user manual
Brand
iPega
Model
PG-P528
Color
Black
Game disc holder
NO
Charging ports for Sony PS Move controllers
YES
Number of charging ports for Sony PS Move controllers
2
Charging ports for Sony Dual Sense pads
YES
Number of charging ports for Sony Dual Sense pads
2
Charging port for Sony Dual Sense pads
USB-C
Earphone holder
NO
PS5 console cooling
YES
Number of fans
2
Operating voltage
DC 5V
Input voltage
DC 4.75-5.5V
Input current
2.5 A
Charging current (Dual Sense pads)
650mA
Charging current (PS Move controllers)
550 mA
Charging time (Dual Sense Pads)
4h
Charging time (PS Move controllers)
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5h
Output port
USB 2.0
Operating temperature
0-45st
Compatibility
PS5 Digital, PS5 CD-Rom
Other
2 hooks for headphones, charge indicators, slot for remote control, fan backlight, fan speed control, USB-C adapters x4

Preço:

Antes: € 33.9972

Agora: € 30.50

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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